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MONOGENIC DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS

F. SOMMEN

Abstract. In this paper we study differential forms satisfying a Dirac type

equation and taking values in a Clifford algebra. For them we establish a Cauchy

representation formula and we compute winding numbers for pairs of nonin-

tersecting cycles in Mm as residues of special differential forms. Next we prove

that the cohomology spaces for the complex of monogenic differential forms

split as direct sums of de Rham cohomology spaces. We also study duals of

spaces of monogenic differential forms, leading to a general residue theory in

Euclidean space. Our theory includes the one established in our paper [11] and

is strongly related to certain differential forms introduced by Habetha in [4].

Introduction

In [2], a function theory was built up for Clifford algebra valued functions

in Rm+l satisfying (dx + dx)f = 0, dx the Dirac operator. When such a

so-called monogenic function / is independent of the x0-variable, it may be

regarded as a solution of dxf - 0 in some domain of Rw . In this paper we

only consider those. One of the simplest but most frequently used properties

of such functions is Cauchy's theorem, which is essentially based on the fact

that the differential form daf(x), da = E^-i (~ ̂ )J+Xßi dx,, is closed if and
X X J     1 J J

only if / is left monogenic, i.e., dxf — 0. Hence Cauchy's theorem involves

certain integrals of monogenic functions over cycles of dimension m - 1, but

within the theory developed in [2], no version of this theorem seems to exist for

cycles of any dimension k . Of course there is no such incompleteness in the

case of holomorphic functions in the plane (i.e., m — 2) because there the only

nontrivial cycles are 1 -cycles. As to the general case, it is classically known that

to each Clifford function / one can associate in a 1-1 way a differential form

/0 H-h fm ' fk Deinê a k-foxm (see also [5]). The Dirac operator may then

be written as dx = d - d*, d being the exterior derivative and d* its "Hodge

dual" (see [7]). Hence fk is left monogenic if and only if dfk = d*fk - 0,
i.e., fk is a harmonic differential form in Hodge's sense. Of course there is

the whole theory of harmonic integrals developed for such differential forms in
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614 F. SOMMEN

[7], involving cycles of any dimension; but this is not equivalent to Cauchy's

theorem for the differential forms dax in the case k — m - 1. Mittag-Leffler's

theorem for example is valid for monogenic functions but not for harmonic

differential forms. Of course one may split doxf(x) into harmonic forms, but

the pieces are linked together in a special way.

To give an answer to this problem, in [11] we introduced a concept of

monogenic differential forms starting from the hypercomplex differential forms

dz- = dXj - ejdx0, which generalize dz - dx + idy in the plane. Using

these differential forms, one can compute winding numbers and represent the

de Rham cohomology spaces (see also [1, 6-9]). Unfortunately this theory is

only coordinate independent for (m - 1)-forms, so that it cannot work on man-

ifolds. Other splittings of the de Rham complex were studied in [12, 13], but

except for the above theory [11], up to now there are no formulae for winding

numbers available. In the case of (m - l)-forms, winding number formulae

were also obtained by Hestenes in [5] and Habetha in [4]. Although Habetha

only studied (m - l)-cycles, his paper contains special differential forms coA

which fit completely in the theory developed here.

Our present theory is designed as follows. We first interpret the Dirac op-

erator as a Clifford algebra valued vector field dx and so we can consider the

contraction dx\F of dx with a Clifford algebra valued differential form F.

The Dirac operator dxF is defined as a Lie-derivative by (see also [14])

dxF = dA(dx\F) + dx\(dAF).

Next we generalize the differential forms f(x)daxg(x) by considering the

so-called monogenic coupling

F^C7 = (F\dx) A G - F A (ají?)

and we prove the basic identity

d(FOG) = (dF)OG + (-lf~xFO(dG) + (-l)k~X(Fdx AG + FA dxG).

This identity plays an essential role for the Cauchy-Pompeiu formula which we

formulate in §2. In §3 we construct for a given (m - A;)-chain X in Rm its

indicatrix //(E)(x), which is a left monogenic differential form satisfying

dMl(l)(x) = (-l)k+XIl(dZ)(x),        xeRw\X.

Hence, when I is a cycle, then ¡¡(L) is closed. Furthermore when X' is a

(k - 1 )-cycle which does not intersect X, then we prove that, up to a signature,

/(!',!)= f dx\I,(l)(x)
Jt

is the winding number of X and X' which is defined as the intersection number

t(X" , X), X' = dl" (see also [6, 8]).

In §4 we prove that the cohomology spaces H¡ (£2), arising from the complex

of monogenic differential forms in £i C Ira  open, admits the splitting into
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de Rham cohomology spaces

^(«) = <Rham(")©<RL(«)-

Next, in §5 we develop a duality theory for various spaces of monogenic dif-

ferential forms, thus generalizing the paper [3]. We also define the notion of

"grand residue" of a monogenic form, which includes various type of compactly

supported distributional currents (see also [9]).

Finally, we show that our previous theory [11] is included in the present one.

We also show that the identity for monogenic forms d(dx\F) = -dx(dF) is

already hidden in a lemma proved by Habetha in [4].

Preliminaries. Cm is the complex Clifford algebra constructed with an orthonor-

mal basis {ex, ... , em} of Rm , i.e., a e Cm is of the form a = J2ACM aAeA ,

M = {I, ... ,m}, aA e C, where ez = 1, e{j} = e¡, and eA =~ea--- ^

fox A — {ax, ... , ak} with ax < •■■ < ak. The product is determined by

efj + eje¡ = -2Stj, i.e., when x, y e Rm C Cm, xy = -x • y + x A y with

x • y = Er XjVj > x A y = E,-<; e^xfr - x¡y¡). Let dx = £j., efix¡ be the

Dirac operator; then solutions of dxf = 0 (resp. fdx = 0) are called left

(resp. right) monogenic functions. Throughout this paper we consider Cm-

valued differential forms F(x) = E^ dxAFA(x), dxA = dxa A • • • A dxa , FA

being Cm-valued functions. For a "vector field" t = E ¿A , the contraction

t\F is given in the usual way by t\F = E; Alj®x\dxAFA with dx\dxA -

Y¡¡=x(-l)MSja dxA{a }. We also denote F\t = (-lf~xt\F . For further de-

tails on differential forms, see, e.g., [14]. For Clifford analysis, see [2, 4, 5,

10-13].

1. Monogenic differential forms

Consider the Dirac operator ö  = E^i e¡dr . Then a C -valued function

f(x), x e £2 ç Rm open, is called left (right) monogenic if dxf - 0 (resp.

fdx = 0) in Q.
Next, consider a Cm -valued differential k-foxm F . Then, as dx may be in-

terpreted as a Cm -valued vector field, it makes sense to consider the contraction

dx\F, which is a differential (k - l)-form. Of course we can also consider the

contraction F\ dx from the right.

Examples. (1) Let F = dxx A • • • A dxmf(x) ; then dx\F = daxf(x), where

m

dox = ^(-1);+ ejdXj,        dxj = dxx A • ■ • A dx¡_x A dxj+x A • • • A dxm ,

7=1

is the basic differential form commonly used in quaternion and Clifford analysis

(see, e.g., [2, 5]).

(2) Let F = E", dxjfj(x) ; then dx\F = Ej=1 e.f..
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(3) Let F = Ejofc dxj A dxkfJk(x) ; then

dJF = Jl(ejdxk-ekdxj)fjk-
j<k

(4) In general, we have that for F = ¿Z¡A¡=kdxAfA,   dx\F = \ZAdoAfA,

where for A = {ax, ... , afc} with a, < • ■ • < ak , daA - J2j=x(-l)j+lea dxa

= ¿Zj=\ ej(dx.\dxA) is the basic Clifford differential form in K* .

The differential forms daxf(x) are most commonly used in Clifford analysis

and many function theoretic properties follow from the simple fact that such

a differential form is closed if and only if / is left monogenic, i.e., dxf - 0.

Indeed we have that

dx A daxf(x) = dxMdxf(x),

where M = {I, ... , m} , dxM = dxx A • • • A dxm , dx = Et=i dx/dx . Hence,

if we are to generalize Clifford analysis, to incorporate differential forms of any

type, we have to know d A (d \F). Now we have that
x-i

m

dJ(dxAF) = '£ej(dXj\(dxAF))
j=i
m m

= E^Jrfx)^-E^KA(a\F))
j=\ j=\

= dsF-dxA(dx\F),

where dxF = E^ dxAd%FA is in fact the Lie-derivative of F with respect to

the vector field dx . Hence dxF has an invariant meaning. Similarly we have

that (F A dx)\dx = Fdx - (F\dx) A dx , where dx^d^ = Sjk .

Notice that dxF — 0 implies that the coefficients of F are left monogenic.

It does not imply that dx A (dx\F) = 0 or vice versa. Only if F is closed, the

closedness of dx\ F is equivalent to the left monogenicity of the coefficients of

F.

Definition 1. A Cm-valued Â;-form F is called left (right) monogenic if dxF =

0 (resp.  Fdx = 0).

The relations

dxF = dxA(dJF) + dx\(dxAF),

Fdx = (F\dx)Adx + (FAdx)\ds

axe called the first basic identities. In the sequel we will also use the notation

dxF or dF instead of dx A F .

Next, practically all (m- l)-dimensional contour integrals involve differential

forms of the form f(x)dag(x), with úfer = E7-i(-l);+ e¡dx¡, which satisfy
x x J     *■ J J

the fundamental relation

dx(f(x)doxg(x)) = ((f(x)dx)g(x) + f(x)(dxg(x)))dxM.
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This relation leads to, e.g., Cauchy-Pompeiu type integral formulae, residue

calculus, and boundary value theory. In order to generalize such forms, let us

first see how we can make them.

First take F = f, G - dxMg. Then clearly fdaxg = F A (dx\G). This

formula clearly lacks symmetry and it would be a bad idea to use the expression

F A (öj G) as a generalization of the above differential forms. Take however

F = fdxA and G = dxM^Ag, A = {1, ... ,k}. Then

fdaxg = fdx\(dxAAdxMXA)g

= f(dx\dxA)AG+(-\)kFA(dx\G)

= (-lf~X(F\dxAG-F Adx\G).

This gives us a good way of generalizing fdaxg .

Definition 2. Let F be a A;-form and G an /-form. Then the monogenic

coupling of F and G is defined by FOG = F\dx A G - F A <9J G.

We immediately have the following

Theorem 1 (Second basic identity). Let F be a k-form and G an l-form

with k + l < m. Then we have dx(F<>G) = (dxF)OG + (-l)k~xF<>(dxG) +

(-1 )*~x[Fdx A G + F A dxG]. When k + l = m, this identity can be simplified

to the so-called "duality principle"

dx(FOG) = (-lf~X[Fdx A G + F A dxG].

Proof. The second basic identity for k + l < m is easy to verify, using the first

basic identities and the definition of F<)G. As to the duality principle, let, e.g.,

A = {I, ... ,k} and B = {m - I + I, ... , m} such that k + I > m and put

C = Ar\B = {m-l+l,...,k}. When ; e A\C, then dx \dxB = 0 and

dxA}dXj = (-\)m~k~l(dxAXe\dx) A dxc,

so that clearly (dxA\dx ) A dxB - dxA A (dx \dxB) = 0. A similar identity holds

for j eB\C.

When j e C, then dxA^c A (dxc\dx ) A dxB and dxA A (dx \dxc A dxB>c)

clearly vanish when \C\ > 1. When C = {k}, then dxA\dx = dxA,c and

dx \dxB = dxB,c so that

dxA\dx A dxB - dxA A dx \dxB = dxM - dxM = 0.

This implies that when k+l > m , then always F<)G = 0, so that for k+l = m ,

the second basic identity leads to the duality principle.   D

Notice that when F is right monogenic and G left monogenic, then

dx(F0G) = (dxF)0G + (-l)k-XF0(dxG)

while for k + I = m , F<>G is closed.
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2. The Cauchy-Pompeiu formula

The duality principle will now be used to establish a Cauchy-Pompeiu type

formula for differential forms. First, recall that the Cauchy kernel is given by

1     x-y

»«|x-y|"

E(x-y) is left and right monogenic in x and y for x ^ y and satisfies the

equation

dyE(x-y) = E(x-y)dy = S(x-y),

i.e., it is the fundamental solution.

To make monogenic differential forms out of that, we introduce the "volume

elements"

dVk(x,y)= ]T sgnAdxAdyMXA,

\A\=k

where A = {a,, ... , ak), M\A = {ßx, ... , ßm_k} with ax < ■■■ < ak

and ßx < ■■• < ßm_k, and where sgn ,4 is the signature of the permutation

{ax, ... , ak, ßx, ... , ßm_k} of M. First we have the following

Lemma 1. For every k-form with continuous coefficients,

,k{m-k).JJe
S(x-y)dVk(x,y) AF(y) = (-irm-*>F(x).

//R"

Proof. Take, e.g., F = dxA ; then the left-hand side equals

<$(x - y) sgn A dxA dyMU A dyA

= sgn A sgn M\A dxA l   S (x-y) dyM = sgn A sgn M\A dxA
Jnm

and sgn^ = (-l)*:(m~/c)sgnAi\^.   D

Of course we also have that for (m - /c)-forms

/   r5(x-y)C7(x)Aúf^(x,y) = (-l)fc(m-")G(y).
jRm

We now come to

Theorem 2 (Cauchy-Pompeiu). Let F be a k-form with C^coefficients in an

open set Q and let Cçiî be compact with piecewise smooth boundary. Then

f   E(x-y)dVk(x,y)OF(y)
JdC

= (-l)k~X j E(x - y)dVk(x, y) A dyF(y) - (-l)k{m-k-X)F(x).

The proof follows from Stokes' theorem, Lemma 1, and the fact that

dx(E(x-y)dVk(x,y)OF(y))

= (-l)k~X(S(x-y)dVk(x,y) A F(y) + E(x-y)dVk(x,y) AdxF(y)).
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Similarly, for an (m - k)-foxm G(x),

dx(G(x)OdVk(x,y)E(y-x))

(-l)m-k-X(G(x)dxAdVk(x,y)E(y-x) + S(x-y)G(x)AdVk(x,y))

so that also

[   G(x)OdVk(x,y)E(y-x)
JdC

= {_1)m-k-i   Í G{x)d  AdV{X}y)E,y_x)_,_l)l»-Wk-»G(yy
JG

Corollary (Cauchy's representation formula). Let F be a left monogenic k-form
o

and G a right monogenic (m - k)-form in Q,. Then we have that for x e C
o

(resp. y e C)

F(x) = (-lfm-k-X) f   E(y-x)dVk(x,y)OF(y),
JdC

G(y) = (-i)«"-™*-1) f   G(x)OdVk(x, y)E(x-y).
Jac

3. Winding numbers

We first introduce some special monogenic differential forms which are in a

natural way associated to chains in Rm .

Definition 3. (i) Let X be an (m - /c)-chain in Rm . Then the (left) indicatrix

of X is the left monogenic k-foxm

7,(1)00= /    E(x-y)dVk(x,y).
Jyez

(ii) Let X be an (m-k- l)-chain in Rm . Then the (left) directed indicatrix

of X is the left monogenic k-foxm

//(X)(x)= f    E(x-y)dVk(x,y)\d
■/yes

(iii) For a k-chain (resp.  (k - l)-chain), the right indicatrix (resp. directed

indicatrix) is given by

7r(X)(y)= f    E(x-y)dVk(x,y)

(resp.  Jr(l)(y) = JxeZdx\dVk(x, y)E(x - y)).

Before studying the indicatrices of chains we prove the following technical

Lemma 2. Let f be any distribution. Then

dxA(f(x-y)dVk(x,y)) = (-l)m(f(x-y)dVk+x(x,y))Ady.
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Proof. We have that

m

dxA(f(x-y)dVk(x,y))= £ ^sgnAdXj AdxAdyMXAdxJ(x-y)
\A\=k j=\

=     y^     dx   A ■ ■ ■ A dx     G ,
a,<-<at+]

where fox A = {ax , ... , ak+x} , Aj = A\{aj} ,

^--E(-l)J+1sgn^.^   dy /(x-y).
;=l J

Now put dyMXA¡ = K£/yM^ A dy   ; then

sgn ¿I = sgn{Ql, ... , ak+x ,ßx,..., ßm_k_x}

= (-l)k-j+Xsgn{Aj,aj,ßx,...,ßm_k_x}

= (-l)k-J+l(-lf-k-is&i{Aj, M\A, a;} = (-l)m~j sgn AjK.

Hence
k+l

GA = (-i)mJ2s^AdyMXAAdyady /(x-y).   D

In general, the indicatrices of chains are not closed, but one has the following

Lemma 3. Let X be an (m - k)-chain (resp. an (m-k - l)-chairi) and let X'

be a k-chain (resp. (k - l)-chairi) in Rm . Then we have the identities

dxAll(T)(x) = (-l)k+XIl(dZ)(x),

dxAJ,(l)(x) = (-l)kJ!(dl)(x),

Ir(l')(y)Ady = (-l)mIr(dl')(y),

Jr(Z')(y)Ady = (-l)m+xJr(dI.')(y).

Proof. We only show the first and the last identity. By Lemma 2 and Stokes'

theorem we have that

df    E(x-y)dVk(x,y) = (-lf f    E(x-y)dVk+x(x,y) Ad
Jyei -/vex

= (-l)m(-l)m *  ^(öXXx),

while

Jr(l')Ady = (-l)m j dx](dxAdVk_x(x,y)E(x-y))

= (-l)m+'(^dxAdx}dVk_x(x,y)E(x-y) + ^dVk_x(x,y)S(x-y)

= (-l)m+xJr(dl').   D
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Hence, the indicatrices are closed monogenic forms if and only if the corre-

sponding chains are cycles.

Now let X be an (m - k)-cyle in Rm and X' a (k - 1)-cycle in Em\X, i.e.,

XnX' = 0. Then Ôj7/(I)(x) is closed in lm\X and so, by Stokes' theorem,

the quantity

7(X\l) = ^ÔJ7/(2)(x)

is invariant under continuous deformations of X' inside Rm\X. On the other

hand it is clear that also

/(X',X) = ^(X')(y).

Hence, as /r(X') is closed in lm\X', 7(X', X) is equally well invariant un-

der continuous deformations of X inside Km\X'. Now the winding number

c(X', X) which characterizes the "number of times" that X' cycles around X,

has a similar invariance property (see, e.g., [6]). Hence we expect a relation

between I(l!, X) and c(X', X) which is expressed in

Theorem 3 (Winding number theorm). Let X be an (m - l)-cycle and X' a

(k - l)-cycle in Rm such that X n X' = 0. Then the winding number c(X', X)

is, up to a signature, given by the double integral

1(1',1)= í      [    dx\dVk(x,y)E(x-y).
Jxet Jyei

Proof. The proof is similar to the one we already gave for Theorem 2.5 in [11]

(see also [6-8]). First let X' = <9X" ; then by a transversality argument, X" can

be chosen such that X and X" intersect in finitely many points. Then we can

deform X' inside X" to a disjoint union of finitely many sphere-like cycles C .

Next, X may be deformed in Mm\M C¡ to a union of sphere-like cycles. So

it suffices to prove the theorem in the case where X and X' are spheres and

we may even deform X into a subspace. Now let X = {y:y, = ■ ■ ■ = yk = 0} .

Then

I,(l)(x) = jdVk(x,y)E(x-y)

dxx A--- Adxk — ——Tmdyk+l ■■■dy„
u"-k      ' kcom\x-y\m     k+l        '"

dxx A ■ • ■ A dxk  x

Mk \x\k'

Next, let X' be the sphere x\-\-\-x2k = l in Rk = X1, provided with the

"outer unit normal" orientation. Then

7(1', I) = — I     aj//(X)(x) = — /     rfffJL = _i.   D
(¿kJsk<   x   ' vkJsk->     *\x\k

Remark. The winding number is obtained as the integral of dJ/,(X) over the

cycle X', where 3 J7,(X)  is a closed  (k - l)-form in Rm\X.   But we have
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seen that 7,(X) is also a closed Ä>form in Rm\X, so one may be tempted

to consider integrals of the form /£, 7,(X)(x), X' a fc-cycle. However, after

suitable deformations of both X and X', X' becomes equivalent to a boundary

in Rm\X and so /z///(X)(x) = 0. By de Rham's theorem, this means that

7,(X)(x) is an exact form in Rm\X while 9J7,(1) clearly is not exact!

4. Monogenic cohomology

In the previous section we constructed indicatrices of cycles, which were

monogenic forms. Hence it must be possible to construct explicit bases for the

de Rham cohomology spaces with values in Cm , denoted by 77jeRham(Q, Cm),

£2 C Rm open, consisting of indicatrices of cycles or ¿^-contractions of them.

So one can, e.g., construct a "monogenic basis" for the de Rham cohomology

spaces. In the following theorem we give an independent proof of this, just

using the fact that the equation dxf = g is solvable in the space I? (£2 ; Cm) of

Cm -valued C^-functions in £2.

Theorem 4 (First monogenic cohomology theorem). Let F be a smooth closed

k-form in £2 ç Rm . Then there exists a smooth (k - l)-form G in £2 such that

F - dxG is left monogenic.

Proof. Let F be given and put H = dx\F . Then there exists a (k - 1 )-form

G such that dxG = H. Indeed, put H - E^ dxAHA ; then it suffices to take

G = 2ZAdxAGA , where GA e f (£2; Cm) satisfies dxGA = HA (see [2]). Now

f-dxG is left monogenic. Indeed, as F is closed, dxF = dx A dx\F , while on

the other hand,

dx(dxAG) = dxAdxG = dxA(dx\F).    O

Notice that it follows from the first basic identities that dx(dxAG) = dxAdxG.

The previous theorem is of course directly related to the fact that when G is

closed, then dxG — dx Adx\G is exact. Now when G is monogenic and closed;

then dx\ G is still closed. When G is exact then dj G is in general not exact

as the counterexample G = 7,(X) shows. This example also suggests that we

might try to represent the de Rham cohomology spaces by forms such as <9J G,

G monogenic and exact. This problem is solved in

Theorem 5 (Second monogenic cohomology theorem). Let F be a closed smooth

k-form in £2. Then for some smooth (k - l)-form G, F - dxG is of the form

dx\H, H being an exact monogenic (k + l)-form in £2.

Proof. Let L be a smooth solution of dxL = F or dx\(dxAL) = F-dxA(dJL).

Then it suffices to put G = dx\L and H = dx A L. We only have to check that

dxH = 0. This follows from dxH = dx(dx A L) = dx A dxL = dxF = 0.    D

If we apply this to a form 9J G, G closed and monogenic, we find that for

some exact and monogenic form H, dx\(G-H) is exact, although G -H need

not be exact. Hence as to exactness there is no link between F and d \F .
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Both cohomology theorems allow us to correct closed forms to either closed

monogenic forms or forms like dx\H, 77 exact monogenic. Hence the elements

of the de Rham cohomology spaces may be represented by differential forms of

both types.

Next, let us denote by M¡ (£2) (resp. Mr (£2)) the space of left (resp. right)

monogenic a.-forms in £2. Then we can consider the complex

0 -+ M¡(Q) A+m¡(0)-*-► M? (O) -^=-> 0

and we can introduce the "monogenic cohomology" spaces

H¡ (£2) = kexdk/imdk_x,

where dk - d\M/ (£2). The spaces 77, (£2) are not isomorphic to the de Rham

cohomology spaces. Indeed, if this were so, then in view of the first mono-

genic cohomology theorem, every exact monogenic form 77 should be of the

form dx A G, G monogenic. This cannot be true because then 9J77 =

9J (dx A G) = -dx A dx\ G would always be exact, which violates the second

cohomology theorem. This leads to the introduction of three different kinds of

monogenic differential forms in the following

Definition 4. The space of closed left (right) monogenic fc-forms in £2 is de-

noted by MCl (£2) (resp. MCr (£2)). The space of exact left (right) monogenic

/c-forms in £2 is denoted by Me¡ (£2) (resp. Mer (£2)). A monogenic k-foxm

of type dx A G, G monogenic, is called strongly exact. The spaces of such

forms are denoted by ME¡ (£2) and MEr (£2).

Now the first cohomology theorems says that

<Rham(";CJ-MC;(£2)/M,f(£2).
The second cohomology theorem says that the above space may be represented

k+l
by dx\Mel (£2). Moreover, when 77 is strongly exact, then dJ77 is still

exact. So we may wonder whether

<Rham(«; Cm) = dx\Mek+\Q)ldx\MEk+l(Çi).

This will turn out to be true. In fact we have the following charcterization of

strong exactness.

Lemma 4.  77 is strongly exact if and only if both 77 and dx\H are exact.

Proof. We already mentioned that 9J77 is exact as soon as 77 is strongly

exact. Conversely assume that both 77 and dj 77 are exact. Then 77 is clearly

monogenic and 77 = d A G, ¿>J 77 = d A F for some differential forms G and

F. But then

dxG = ÖJ77 + d Adx\G = d A(F + dx\G) = d A L.

Now let 7 be a solution of dxJ = L; then M = G - d A J is monogenic and

H = dAM.    D

These ingredients all lead to the main theorem.
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Theorem 6 (Monogenic cohomology theorem). There exists a natural isomor-

phism

6: Hk(Q) - <Rham(£2 ; C J 8 HkJham(Q ; CJ.

Proof. Let F e 77/fe(£2). Then we define 6(F) = (F, dx\F), where it is un-

derstood that (F, dx\F) is an element of <Rham(£2 ; CJ © 77¿R¡iam(£2 ; CJ .

This map is clearly well defined because when F is monogenic and closed, then

both F and dx\ F are closed, and when F is strongly exact, then both F and

dx\ F are exact.

The map 6 is also injective because when F and dx\F are exact, then F is

strongly exact. It remains to be shown that 6 is onto. Let G be a closed k-foxm

and 77 a closed (k - l)-form. By the first monogenic cohomology theorem,

there exists a monogenic k-foxm M such that M = G in 77deRham(£2). dx\M

is also closed and so, by the second monogenic cohomology theorem, there exists

an exact monogenic form L such that in 77^"^(£2; CJ , dx\L = H-dx\M.

Now put 7^ = M + L;then 9(F) = (M + L, 77) = (M, 77) = (G, 77).    D

5. Monogenic currents and flows

We first introduce some new definitions and notations.

Definition 5. (i) An element T of the dual of the left Cm-module M™~ (£2)

is called a (left) monogenic /c-current in £2. The action of T e M™~ (£2)' on

F 6 M™~k(Q) is denoted by (F, T).

(ii) A monogenic current T is called closed if it vanishes on ME™~ (£2),

i.e., (F, T) = 0 for every strongly exact form F. A closed monogenic cur-

rent is called exact (resp. strongly exact) if it vanishes on Me™~ (£2) (resp.
MC™~k(ÇÏ)).

Notice that we preferred the somewhat nonstandard notation (F, T) instead

of (T, F) for the action of T on F . We did this because M™~ (£2) is a left

Cm-module and so Mrm~ (£2)' is a right one and it would be awkward to write,

e.g., (TX, aF) = a(T, F)k. Moreover, when F = f is a 0-form, and p. a

Cm-valued measure with compact support, then / f dp. defines a current T

while ¡djxf does not. So it is better to use the notion (/, T' ) instead of

(Tß,f) for this.
In a way similar to Definition 5, one can introduce right monogenic currents.

The action of such a current T on a left monogenic differential form F will

now be denoted by (T, F).

Let ^(£2) be one of the above spaces of left or right monogenic differential

forms; then we will use the notation

y4(7C) = limind^(£2),        K ç Rm compact,
KCCl

and the dual of A(K) will be denoted by Á(K).
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It is easy to see that T e M™~ (£2)' belongs to some M™~ (K1) and so one

could think of monogenic currents as compactly supported objects. However,

there is no real notion of support for currents. The only thing one can do is to

define carriers.

Definition 6. Let T e M™~k(Q)' and K ç £2 compact. Then K is called a

carrier of T if M™~k(Q) is dense in M¡"~k(K), if T € M™~k(K)', and if K

is minimal with respect to these properties.

As the case k = m shows, T may well have several carriers. By Runge's the-

orem (see [2]), M™~ (£2) is dense in M™~ (K) if and only if every component

of Çl\K contains points of d£2. The cases k = 0 and k = m correspond to the

theory of so-called monogenic functionals, first introduced in [3], for which we

already introduced several integral transforms (see also [10]). In particular one

can show that compactly supported hyperfunctions or Schwartz-distributions are

special examples of monogenic functionals (see [2, 10]). In the present theory

of currents there are several other natural examples, which are not incorporated

in the theory of monogenic functionals of [3]. The following ones are of basic

importance.

Examples. (1) Let X C £2 be an (m- /c)-chain. Then the Dirac current SL on

X is given by

(F,ST) = ^F(x).

For k — m, X is a union of points in which F is to be evaluated. Unless

k = 0, f5z is carried by X and for k > 1 the carrier is unique. When X is a

cycle in £2, then ST is exact. When X is a boundary in £2, then c5z is strongly

exact.

(2) Let X ç £2 be an (m-k - l)-chain. Then the directed Dirac current SL

is given by

(F,Sz) = ^F(x)\dx.

Unless k = 0, SL is carried by X. This is still true for k = 0, provided that

X "contains" no boundaries (for k = 0, F(x)jdx is closed). When k = 0 and

X - X' is a boundary, then ST = Sz,. So the carrier is not unique. When X

is a cycle, then áE is closed but need not be exact (F exact does not imply

F(x)\dx exact).

To make the link between monogenic currents and differential forms we in-

troduce the "indicatrix" or "field" of a current in

Definition 7. Let T e M™~ (K)'. Then the field of T is the left monogenic

Â:-formin Rw\7c~.

f(x) = (-lf-X){m-k)(dVk(x, y)E(x-y), T).
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Notice that f(oo) = 0. The following theorem generalizes the duality the-

orem in [3]. MQ [(Rm\K) denotes the space of left monogenic /c-forms in

Rm\K, vanishing at infinity. We have

Theorem 7. The map T —> T defines an isomorphism between M™~r(K)' and

Mk,(Rm\K).

Proof. Let T e M™~k(K)' and F e M¡"'k(Q), K ç £2, and take a closed set
O

C ç Q with Cx -boundary such that K c C. Then by Theorem 2,

f   F(x)Of(x) = (-l){k-X){m-k) [   F(x)0(dVk(x,y)E(x-y),T)
JdC Jac

= (-l)(*-1)(M-fc)(7   F(x)OdVk(x,y)E(x-y),T^
y

dC

(F(y),T).

Moreover, in general, for G e MQ /(Rm\7C) we may introduce

RsGeM^m~k)(K)

by

(F,RsG)= [   F(x)OG(x).
Jac

Clearly G = rTg.   D

The proof of the duality theorem leads to the following

Definition 8. Let G e Mk(Rm\K). Then the "Grand Residue" Rs G of G is

the left monogenic ^-current determined by

(F,RsG)= [   F(x)OG(x),
JdC

where F and C axe as in the previous proof.

The above introduced notion of residue is not quite the same as the classical

notion of residue of a holomorphic function although it is closely related to

it. Indeed, let f(z) and g(z) be holomorphic and put G(x) = dxdyg(z),

F(x) = f(z) ; then

FOG = f(z)(dx + idy)\dx A dyg(z) = -if(z)g(z)dz,

where f(z) = E%oa/z'/ an(* #(z) = ■?i(z) + 2%oc/z_'/_1 ■ Then we have that

(F, Rs G) = 2k E>o ajcj so that in fact

RsG = 2nT{-^SU).

Hence Rs G contains not only the residue of g, but all Laurent coefficients. In

the following theorem we characterize closed exact and strongly exact currents.
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Theorem 8. A monogenic current T is closed, exact or strongly exact, if and only

if its field T has the corresponding property.

Proof. Let T be closed. Then by Lemma 2, for some a = ± 1,

dx A f(x) = o(dVk+x(x, y)E(x-y)Ady, Ty) = 0,

because the form on which T acts in the above formula is clearly strongly

exact. Conversely, let G e Mk,(Rm\K) be closed and F e M™~k(K) be

strongly exact with F = dx A 77. Then FOG = (dxH)0G = dx(H0G), so that

(F,Rs G)= f   FOG = 0.
JdC

Next, let T be strongly exact and let C Ç Rm\K be any fc-cycle.  Then for

a = ±l,

j f(x) = a (f    dVk(x, y)E(x-y), T^

= a(Ir(C)(y),Ty) = 0,

because 7r(C) is closed and even exact. Similarly, for any (k - l)-cycle C ç

Rm\7C,

jcdx\f(x) = a(Jr(C)(y),Ty) = 0,

because Jr(C) is also closed. Hence, by de Rham's theorem, f(x) and dx\ f

are both exact, which by Lemma 4 means that f(x) is strongly exact. Con-

versely, let G e Mk ¡(Rm\K) be strongly exact and put, e.g., G = dx A 77, 77

monogenic. Then for F e MC™~ (K),

(F, 7?sC7> = j F0(dx A 77) = f dx(F<>H) = 0.

Finally, let T be exact and C ç lm\í: a k-cycle; then

f(x) = t7(7r(C)(y),ry) = 0,L
since 7r(C) is exact. Hence by de Rham's theorem, f is exact. Conversely, let

G e Mkj(Rm\K) and F e M™~k(K) both be exact and put G = dx A L and

F = dx A M ; then dxL and Mdx axe closed. Hence we have

FOG = (dx A M)0G

= dx(M0G) + (-l)k[M0dxG + Mdx AG + M A dxG]

= dx(M0G) + (-l)kMdx A (dxL) = dx(M0G - Mdx A L),

so that clearly (F, RsG) = ¡c FOG = 0.   D

The  previous  theorem  leads  to  the  characterization  of the  duals  of

MC™~k(K), Me™~k(K),and ME™~k(K). To that end, let MCk,(Rm\K),

Mel¡(Rm\K), and MEkj(Rm\K) be the subspaces of A/J ,(Rm\K) consisting

of closed, exact, and strongly exact forms. Then we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 9. The map T —» f leads to the isomorphisms

MC™~k(K)' S jtf£/(Rm\Ä-)/JI/£j>/(Rm\Ä') ,

Me™-k(K)' £ MkQ¡(Rm\K)IMekot(Rm\K),

ME™~k(K)' =• Mo>/(Rw\7s:)/A/Co)/(Rm\7í).

Proof. Let, e.g., r € MC™~ (K)'. Then as MC™~ (K) is a closed subspace of

M™~k(K), by Hahn-Banach's theorem there exists an extension S e M™~k(K)'

of T. We now put f - S. Then T is determined up to a function g e

M¡j(Rm\K) for which Rs g vanishes on MC™~k(K) or, in other words, Rs g

is strongly exact. By Theorem 8 this is equivalent to g e ME0 ¡(M.m\K). The

other isomorphisms are similar.   D

Definition 9. An element T e MC™~ (£2)' is called a left monogenic Ä>flow

in £2.  T is called closed or exact if T vanishes respectively on the subspaces

ME™~k(Q) and Me™~k(Q.).

Notice that for k = 0, every monogenic /c-current is automatically a /c-flow.

The notion of carrier may as well be defined for Ä>flows and it is even more

flexible than for fc-currents.

Examples. (1) Let X ç £2 be an (m - /c)-chain. Then

Sz(x) = (-lf-X){m-k)Il(Z)(x).

When X' is another (m - A:)-chain such that X - X' is a boundary in £2, then

f5z - S'x is strongly exact and therefore r5z = r5z< as A:-flows. In most "normal

situations", <5Z is carried by X and hence also by X'.

(2) Let X ç £2 be an (m-k - l)-chain. Then clearly

dz(x) = (-lf-1)(m-")//(X)(x).

Again when X - X' is a boundary in £2, then <5Z = ¿z/, as fe-flows.

Notice that by Theorem 9, a closed /c-flow T has a field

f e MCl^R^mMEl^XK),

which is naturally isomorphic to the monogenic cohomology space 77, (£2), £2 =

Rm\K. By the monogenic cohomology theorem, 77, (£2) is itself isomorphic to

the direct sum 77deRham(£2) © 77^^(£2). Hence each element belonging to

this direct sum may be represented by a uniquely determined closed monogenic

flow.

6. Comparison with other theories

In this section we will show how our previous theory of monogenic differential

forms, established in [11] and further elaborated in [12], may be considered as
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a special case of the present theory of monogenic differential forms.   It will

depend on the choice of a special direction in Rm (in fact in Rm+ ).

In our paper [11], we started with the operator

m m

Dx = E ejdx, =dxQ+Yl ej9x, >      Where ej£k + £k£j = -2Sij-
j=0 j=\

Our ideas of how to construct monogenic differential forms were inspired by

the holomorphic differential form dzf(z), dz = dx + idy . Starting from the

basic differential forms

dzj = dxj - 8jdx0,

we constructed, for any A = {a,, ... , ak} ç M with a, < •• • < ak, the

differential forms J2jdz.G., where dz , = dz   A- --Adz   . Such forms were
*-~*A A     A 7 A Oij ak

called left /r-forms and every A:-form may be written in a unique way as

F = G{k)+dx0AG{k-X),

G(k), resp. C7( _1), being left £-forms, resp. left (k - l)-forms. In particular

we have
m

d = d + dx0Dx,        d = J2 dZjdx ,
7=1

dAF = dA G{k] + dx0 A (DxG{k) - d A G(k~x)).

A left A:-form was called left monogenic if dx0 A DxG^k) = 0. Hence left

monogenicity was in fact equivalent to d A (7( = d A G . In particular, for

k = m , d A G - 0, so that a left m-form is monogenic if and only if it is

closed. Notice that
m

dzx A ••• Adzm = ^2(-l)J8jdXj = da
;=o

so that for k = m we reobtained the standard monogenic m-forms daf(x).

In our paper we have also shown that for any open set £2 ç Rm+1,

<Rham(") = kerd\Mk(a)/imd\Mk-l(0),

so that in this theory the monogenic cohomology spaces exactly coincide with the

de Rham cohomology spaces. We also obtained explicit formulae for winding

numbers.

Now let us point out how the old theory fits into the new one. To that

end, let ¿>v = E^-n^A- be the (m + l)-dimensional Dirac operator, where

elej + eJei - -2S¡■ for all i, j = 0, ... , m. When we put e = -e0e-, then

{ex, ... , em} generates Cm and we have that Dx = -e0dx . Now it is easy to

see that for any A = {ax, ... , ak} ç M,

k

dz, = dz   A---Adz    ='S^(-l)1e.dx-¡\<  ^ = D\dx-1,
A a, ak        Z_/v        '     ]       A\\a } x¿       A '

j=0
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where A = {0} U A, e0 = 1, a0 = 0. Hence, as dxA - dx0 A dxA, left

monogenic Ä>forms in the old sense are of the form

G(k)=Dx\H,        H = Yddx-AGA = dx,AYJdxAGA,
A A

where 77 is a special type of (k + l)-form, left monogenic in the new sense.

Looking back to the proof of the monogenic cohomology theorem, in view of

G(fc) = -e0ôJ77, it should be no surpise that the monogenic cohomology spaces

in the old sense are certainly not bigger than the classical de Rham spaces. Of

course the above calculations clearly show that the old theory depended on the

choice of a special direction, namely the e0-direction. But perhaps such a choice

is necessary to get rid of the splitting of monogenic cohomology spaces, since,

only because of its special form, 77 is completely determined by G    .

Next, let us consider the partially worked out constructions in the paper [4]

by K. Habetha. The author started from the Hodge *-operator

(dxao A • • • A dxak)* = sgn(a0 ,...,ak, ßk+x,..., ßm)dxß+x A • • • A dxßm ,

so that in fact
*    ( m        V

dz* = I E£/^x; )   = d°~-
^ 7=0 '

Hence he was able to compute winding numbers for m-cycles in Rm+ , us-

ing dz*E(x - y), E the Cauchy kernel. Although he did not develop similar

winding number formulae for k-cycles, he did introduce the special differential

forms

œ        = (dx   A---Adx   Adz)*

for which the following identity holds for monogenic functions:

p

d(con f) = Y(-l)p-J+lco    ~      dx f

;=0

Now let us work in Rm instead of Rm+ ; consider A = {ax, ... , ak} C M and

B = {ßx, ... , ßm_k} with ax < ■ • ■ < ak , ßx<-< ßm_k , and M = B U A .
Then applying Habetha's definition,

coB = (dxñ A---Adxfí     Adz)*
"\ Pm — k

= ( dxn A • • • A dxn     y^ e  dx   )
\       ß, ßm.k Z^    a,       CJ

j=\

k

= E S sSn^i ' • ■ • ' Pm-k ,otj,ax,...,aj,..., ak)dxA{   y
;=i

k

= sgnBj2ea(-l)J+XdxAX{a}=sgnB-dx\dxA.

7=1
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Furthermore when / is left monogenic, then by the first basic identity,

m—k

d(wBf) = sgnB d(dx\dxAf) = -sgnB ¿J £ dxB A dxAdx f
7 = 1 ' ''

m—k

Hence our so-called first identity applied for monogenic differential forms, i.e.,

dAdx\F = -dx\(dF), is essentially equivalent to Habetha's lemma. So, at least

part of the ideas leading to monogenic differential forms were already hidden

in Habetha's paper [4]. It is interesting to notice that for our cohomological

results, we only made use of the first basic identity, which defines d F as the

Lie derivative d(dx\F) + dx\(dF), together with the solvability of dxF = G

for smooth differential forms F, G in open subsets of Rm . Hence this part

may be generalized to the case where dx is a general Cm-valued vector field for

which dxF = G is solvable. The second identity in Theorem 1 plays a central

role in duality theory, leading to generalized residue calculus. In order to be

able to compute winding numbers, one needs a "good" Cauchy kernel with point

singularity, i.e., dx should be elliptic. However, it might be interesting to try

to develop winding number theory for nonelliptic operators dx such as in the

case of the complexified Dirac operator d, = E^-i eß, , where one is dealing

with holomorphic differential forms F(z).
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